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As a lord of the Elden Ring Activation Code,
you must bravely rally the lands in order to
defeat the main enemy causing chaos and
destruction. In the Lands Between, which lies
between the mortal world and the Undead
world of the Afterlife, you must rise,
Tarnished. You are the last person to take on
the burden of the Tarnished title. And the
Lands Between is filled with many dangers
that you must overcome. In this new fantasy
action RPG (MMORPG), you fight your way
through a vast world filled with danger and
excitement. • Travel across the Lands
Between, and obtain various quests on your
journey You will continue your journey as you
progress through the game, and you will face
various quests and monsters in the various
areas of the Lands Between, which lie
between the mortal and undead worlds. Your
character can complete quests by gathering
the materials necessary for the quests, and
performing actions in each area. You will
collect up to three Avis (Astral Spirits) while
making your journey, and can use their unique
abilities to attack powerful enemies that stand
in your way. • Action RPG with numerous skill
combinations The action RPG will let you use
the elements of both the ARPG (Action Role-
Playing Game) and the MMORPG genre. You
can directly use the elements of the ARPG to
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fight monsters. You can increase the damage
of your sword attacks by using the unique
technique of the ARPG. You can enhance your
attack, defense, and magic by equipping
special weapons, armor, and gear, and you
can also use magic to create shield guardians
that protect you while you travel. You can also
mount and ride on horses and dragons to
travel quickly or safely to distant areas. • A
Variety of Unique Abilities Your ability will
upgrade as you strengthen your magic and
experience. You can create powerful Magic
Items, and also use the shield and mount to
travel safely in battle. • Isometric graphics
with 3D world The game’s graphics will be
rendered in the 3D direction, and you will be
able to explore the large world of the Lands
Between in the three dimensions. The
graphics are dynamic and fully 3D, with
effects that change with distance, and the feel
of the world changes with altitude. A variety of
weapons and equipment will appear as you
travel, and when you encounter monsters, you
will gain experience points (EXP) and
Evocation points (VP). With the strength that
you gain, you will be able to strengthen your
character. •

Features Key:
Fully Customized Characters
Multiple Combat Systems
Easy Combat Switching
Multiple Interface Elements
A Variety of Monsters
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Character Leveling
Encounter Various Events
And Many More!

Release date and price: December 20, 2014 ◆Bonus ◆

Unknown Fantasy
Airship Boarding  »download the theme from the sponsor

How to Play

HOW TO INSTALL:
Download the main exe file
Double click to install it and run
Enjoy adventure!

Users Requirements

Windows 7 or above
DirectX 9.0
Core i3 or greater

Get to yes (Into the Mountains of Madness) By Edward D. Abbott
H.P. Lovecraft <nounced Hacky-torch-kee> (February 15, 1893 to October 3, 1937)  
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